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Our Bicton Vision

School Context

To nurture, inspire and achieve success
RESPECT

RESILIENCE

We treat ourselves, our peers, our community
and our environment with respect

We nurture our students’ social and emotional
skills so that they can be confident in
themselves and their decisions

Our
Bicton
Values

LEARNING

INTEGRITY

We are committed to acting openly,
honestly and ethically

We challenge our students to be
creative, positive and independent
thinkers who strive to reach
their full potential

WORKING
TOGETHER

Bicton Primary School is located in the established

teachers, dedicated support staff and supportive

suburb of Bicton, 6km east of Fremantle, near the

parents working together to meet our school’s

beautiful Swan River. The school was opened in

vision, to nurture, inspire and achieve success.

1904. Bicton became an IPS in 2015.

The school is part of local community life, with

Bicton Primary is a dynamic learning community

the sporting facilities and playground equipment

working collaboratively to assist children to realise

being in frequent use out of school hours in both

their potential and to develop creative, positive and

formal and casual arrangements. The Board and

independent people.

our P&C encourages staff, parent and community

We aim for personal excellence based on

partnerships to ensure that together we are

recognition of individual differences, supported by

meeting the needs of our students and providing

a positive learning environment of developmentally

them with opportunities to engage in lifelong

appropriate instruction. Innovation and new

learning with an active citizenship focus that

thinking is encouraged, and introduced, to

prepares them for their future.

contribute to students’ academic, social and

The aesthetics of the school buildings and settings,

emotional wellbeing.

with terraced grounds and established trees make

Our school promotes a respectful, nurturing, and

the school a pleasant place to visit, work and learn.

supportive environment. We have committed

We work together to achieve
and share success

HAPPINESS

We create an environment where our
students enjoy learning and can have fun

RESPONSIBILITY

We take responsibility for our decisions,
our actions and their consequences

Our Bicton MISSION
Bicton Primary School exists to develop our

Each student’s self-esteem is fostered by positive

children to be creative, positive and independent

relationships with students and staff. We strive

people. We aim for personal excellence based on

to have our parents, teachers, and community

recognition of individual differences, supported by

members actively involved in our school life.

a positive learning environment of developmentally

By promoting high standards and expectations we

appropriate instruction. Our school promotes a

all share the responsibility for achieving

respectful, nurturing, and supportive environment.

the school vision.
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CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
ENGLISH

Principal’s Report
On behalf of the School Board and Staff I am

This year, at Bicton Primary School, has been one

delighted to present Bicton Primary School’s

that is leading us into new and exciting whole

Annual Report for 2018.

school programs in the direction of moving us from

2018 was an exciting and productive year at Bicton

being “Good to Great”.

Primary School. We developed our ‘2018 – 2020

We saw the implementation of PLD (Promoting

Bicton Business Plan’ utilising our community

Literacy Development) across the school in

feedback, staff knowledge, Department Strategic

Phonics/Spelling, along with PLD resources

documents and key global changes. This document

provided to promote reading comprehension. With

was accompanied with our prospectus and

assistance from dedicated Education Assistants

visionary document ‘Moving from Good to Great’

and under the guidance of Ms Madden, a before

which enabled our community and potential new

Bicton Primary School. We have been privileged as

school and afterschool program was implemented

families to see what we are striving for and how we

a school to have your dedication and commitment

for those requiring support in Reading and Spelling.

will support our students.

over the years. Mr Emeljanow has a passion for

Parent engagement and community partnerships
are very much a part of a contemporary
educational setting. Throughout 2018 we
strengthened many of our existing connections but
we also established a number of new partnerships.

public education and ensuring all children have
the education they deserve in this country. Mr
Emeljanow’s focus on innovation was at the
forefront of this thinking and support for our
students and community.

Our next major event was Book Week in Term
Three. In the lead up to Book Week K – Yr 6
attended the musical performance incursion,

TREASURE HUNT! TREASURE HUNT! was an

The Talented Young Writers’ Programme provided

interactive and educational in-school performance

an extension opportunity for some Year 6 students.

that explored the issues of sustainability and our

They spent one day each term with some of

relationship with the natural environment as well

Australia’s most talented, creative and inspirational

as celebrating how books & reading can create

authors of Young Adult Literature.

understanding and bring people of different

Our first major event for literacy was National

backgrounds together.

Simultaneous Story Time. In Term Two on

Mrs Bennett set up a fabulous Book Week display

Wednesday 23th May, students from Kindergarten

in our Library window and teachers read the books,

through to Year 6 read the story ‘Hickory Dickory

nominated for various awards, to their classes.

We had a number of very successful events

I would also like to thank our outgoing School

organised by our fantastic Parent and Citizens

Board members and P&C Members for their

Association (P&C) and welcomed a new P&C

contributions and commitment to Bicton Primary

President Mrs Sue Pember. Mrs Pember had a

School.

Dash” by Tony Wilson and Illustrated by Laura

fantastic impact on the P&C during 2018 and was

The students and teachers were all very keen to

My strong belief is that although school leaders

Wood. National Simultaneous Story Time is an

true to her core belief that ‘working together to

see which ones took out the awards. During Book

have a powerful influence in setting the conditions

annual campaign that aims to encourage more

better resource our school’ was a key focus for our

Week, PP – Yr 6 participated in the City of Melville

that enable quality teaching and a stimulating and

young Australians to read and enjoy books. Now

community. Through her support and the support

Library Services’ Children’s Book Week activities.

positive learning environment, teachers are the

in its 17th successful year, it is a colourful, vibrant,

of the P&C we were able to have the undercover

This year we again had a fantastic selection of

critical factor in student success. Bicton Primary

fun event that aims to promote the value of

area installed with a projector, new sound system

authors, illustrators and storytellers entertain and

School has amazing teachers and support team

reading and literacy, using an Australian children’s

and communication system. Mrs Pember stepped

enlighten us.

evidenced by the non- academic and academic

book that explores age-appropriate themes,

down from the president’s role at the end of

achievement of our students.

and addresses key learning areas of the National

A big thank you all teachers and staff, our P&C

Curriculum for Foundation to Year 6.

2018 and I would like to thank her on behalf of
the school and community for her efforts and
willingness to support our community.
The School Board worked together during the
year to ensure process, governance and strategic
direction was the key focus of our meetings.
The School Board played a large role in the

office bearers and School Board members for your
personal contributions, time and support over the
2018 year.
You have all nurtured, inspired and achieved
success for our students

development of our strategic direction. On behalf
of our school community I would like to extend
sincere thanks to our outgoing Board Chair, Nick
Emeljanow, for his leadership and commitment to

Ms Kerryn Woodhouse
Principal
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ENGLISH

ENGLISH
The 2018 NAPLAN Writing results indicated 57% of Year 3 students achieved Band 5 or above in NAPLAN
Writing. Like schools achieved 60% and WA Public Schools achieved 43%. Year 5 NAPLAN results indicated
39% of students achieved Band 6 or above in NAPLAN writing. Like schools achieved 56% and WA Public
Schools achieved 37%.

At the Book Week assembly, students and staff
dressed up as book characters. There was a variety
of characters on show, ranging from older stories
to new. We all enjoyed seeing the happy faces of
people in their creative costumes. Many of the
Admin Staff dressed in characters from “Alice in
Wonderland”.
2018 saw us expand the collection of whole school

On-Entry Assessment

data. Data collection was made a priority to

In Term One our Pre-Primary students participated

gather information on student ability to help set

in the mandated On-Entry Assessment

school targets. Assessments for English included:

program. The main purpose of the On-Entry

On-Entry for K-P, PLD Spelling Assessment, S.A.

Assessment program is to provide teachers with

Spelling Assessment, Fountas and Pinnell Reading

information about each child’s current skills and

Benchmark, Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT)

understandings. Conducting the assessment

and cohort common assessments. Teachers

early in the year ensures teachers have relevant

used this data to plan and cater for students at

information about each child in order to assist

educational risk, achieving below and achieving

in the planning and delivery of targeted learning

above the expected standard.

programs. (Department of Education)

NAPLAN ANALYSIS
The 2018 NAPLAN reading results indicated 75% of Year 3 students achieved in Band 5 or above. Like schools
achieved 70% and WA Public Schools achieved 48%. Year 5 NAPLAN reading results indicated 60% of
students were achieving Band 6 and above. Like schools achieved 77% and WA Public Schools achieved 58%.

The 2018 NAPLAN Spelling results indicated 53% of Year 3 students achieved Band 5 or above. Like schools
achieved 58% and WA Public Schools achieved 44%. Year 5 NAPLAN results indicated 73% of students
achieved Band 6 and above. Like schools achieved 76% and WA Public Schools achieved 63%.

To support all staff at Bicton PS, professional

At the end of 2018 the English Curriculum Team

learning was provided by Diana Rigg about the

developed the Operational Plan for 2019, and aligned

Promoting Literacy Development (PLD program)

goals BPS Business Plan to the goals of the school.

for the whole school implementation of the PLD

Through data analysis, team members devised goals

Phonics and Spelling program. As a staff we learnt

for the students at BPS and developed action plans to

how to complete the diagnostic assessment and

achieve these goals. With these in mind, Curriculum

how the program is implemented and differentiated

Leaders made adjustments to the Operational Plan

within the class.

to enable the purchases of additional resources to
support student learning.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:
2019 English Curriculum leaders will develop
• Ina BPS
Primary School English Curriculum Guide
The 2018 NAPLAN Grammar and Punctuation results indicated 58% of Year 3 students achieved Band 5 and
above. Like schools achieved 68% and WA Public Schools achieved 46%. Year 5 NAPLAN results indicated 80%
of students achieving Band 6 and above. Like schools achieved 79% and WA Public Schools achieved 49%.

•

to inform planning, teaching, assessing and
reflecting.
Curriculum leaders will review and update the
English Curriculum Guide to address NAPLAN
areas of need and inform planning.

and develop programs or professional
• Investigate
learning that identify and extend high achieving
students.

to embed our whole school Guided
• Continue
Reading Program and provide professional
development to support new staff through an
observation and feedback model.

will investigate, choose and purchase an
Multi-modal texts and engaging informational
• We
•
effective Reading assessment to inform planning
texts will support the guided reading program to
and teaching.

enhance cross-curricular learning.

will continue to embed and review BPS
grammar lessons will be taught in all year
• We
• Explicit
approach to support students below the Western
levels to improve student performance
Australian achievement standard for Reading and
whole school implementation of the
• Continue
Viewing.
PLD program.
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MATHEMATICS
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:
In addition to setting NAPLAN targets the data
was analysed further to discover the areas of need
our students had and whole school strategies that
could assist them progress, some of which have
begun. These included:

• Natural Math Strategy posters
in every classroom

• Whole school scope and sequence
maths vocabulary

CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
MATHEMATICS
In Mathletics in 2018 we have focused on reviewing

The 2018 NAPLAN Numeracy results indicated that

our current practices and investigating moving

19% of Year 3 students at Bicton achieved in Band 6

to a whole school model which will enable our

or above. Like schools achieved 30% and WA Public

students to have consistency through the years as

Schools achieved 15%.

• Proficiency Strands
• First Steps strategies
• Case Management
• Regular basic facts practice
• Explicit problem solving instruction
• Focus on word problems
• Paul Swan activities (Junior Primary Only)
• Support programs for SAER students.
The Maths Curriculum Team have also begun the
process of investigating other avenues to improve
student outcomes in Mathematics such as:

1 Purchasing Mathematics cross curricular

well as focus specifically on the development of a

programs that will be utilised in all year levels

strategies based approach to problem solving.

from Pre-Primary to Year 6 in 2020.

2 Apps and games that promote the

NAPLAN ANALYSIS

whole school approach.

In 2018 curriculum leaders and team members were

3 The use of Numeracy Blocks.

given the opportunity to analyse the NAPLAN data

4 Quality Professional Learning

to help create school targets and priority areas for

Opportunities for staff.

2019. These results were presented to the rest of
the Bicton staff and to the School Board.

Numeracy results for Year 5 showed that 2% of
Bicton students achieved Band 8 or above. Like
Schools achieved 19% and WA Public Schools 9%.

The new Mathematics Curriculum Team; based
on the NAPLAN Data from 2018 and trends;
set Mathematics targets for 2019. These are:

1 Year 3- Improve the number of students
in Bands 6 to 10 by 11%.
2 Year 5- Improve the number of students
in Bands 8 to 10 by 15%.
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CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
SCIENCE

The foci for Humanities and Social Sciences (HaSS)

Bicton Primary was very fortunate in 2017 to

a guest speaker. This year we were honoured to

this year was forming a committee to discuss the

receive State Government funding to establish

listen to an inspiring young lady who has cerebral

implementation of the HaSS Curriculum, establish

a Primary School Science Laboratory. This was

palsy. Next year, we look forward to exploring

achievement targets and plan collaboratively

successfully completed this year and is being

the National Week Science theme of, ‘Destination

in teaching teams. Bicton Staff also continued

utilised and enjoyed by both staff and students. We

Moon; more missions, more science’.

the implementation of the Aboriginal Cultural

welcomed State Education Minister Sue Ellery and

Awareness Project, which was commenced in 2017.

Local Minister for Bicton, Lisa O’Malley to view our
new Lab in action.

During committee meetings the School Operational

Our Garden Club, which has a solid following,
meets twice weekly at lunchtimes. This year the
Pre Primary group have established a worm farm

Plan was reviewed and edited to include new

We have created a strong connection with our

and food scraps are collected from the staff and

achievement targets and new resource purchases.

school and the wider community through our

students.

Whole school planning documents were used to

whole school science focus. In 2018, during Term

plan for cross-curricula Common Assessment Tasks

3 we looked at Disabilities. This theme was taken

(CAT) that would allow students to demonstrate

from the National Science Week theme of ‘Game
Changers and Change Makers’. The whole school

high achievement of skills across several learning
areas. The whole school planning documents,

The school received $2000 and a trophy that is on

accessed a series of learning activities that were

designed by Teacher Development Schools (TDS),

display in the trophy cabinet. This is the third time

set up in our new lab to simulate having a disability.

will be used when teachers collaboratively plan

we have won the state primary school division for

The children tried communicating with Auslan,

units of work in HaSS.

this competition.

reading Braille, moving about in wheelchairs to

New resources purchased include Oz Box, Pearson

Our Waste Wise grant was used to purchase

name but a few.

Discovering History and Blake Go Facts. These

soil and gardening supplies as well as worm

During STEM lessons the children researched

resources will be used as reading texts in the

farms. These purchases and our other recycling

and created items that would assist people with

English learning area to allow students to develop

programmes allow us to reduce the amount of

a specific disability. These projects were then

the content knowledge required in HaSS.

organic waste going to landfill.

showcased on our popular Community Science
Evening. We always conclude the evening with

The implementation of the Aboriginal Cultural
Awareness project commenced in 2017 continued
this year. Students participated in multiple whole
school events including Yirra Yaakin performance
workshops, oral histories with local Aboriginal
elders and the planting of a Native Garden. The
Rainbow Serpent mural and the Aboriginal Seasons
mural were completed by artist in residence, Ashley
Collard.
This year we held our first Dawn Service for ANZAC
Day and our close relationship with the BictonPalmyra Returned and Services League (RSL)
continued as the RSL hosted a day of education for

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• Develop Bicton Science Vocabulary Guide
• Whole school use of Primary Connections
Program

• Investigate professional learning in PAT,
SciTech and Inquiry Skills to build staff
capacity and student outcomes.

• Continue Science Evening in correlation with
Learning Journey each year.

• Further resource the Science Lab with new
technology for developing scientific skills.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• At the end of 2018 the HaSS committee

developed operational plans for 2018 that
include key focus areas and aspirational
targets for student acheivement

• Year levels will develop a cross-curricula

common assessment task each semester that
will help inform reporting

• Year levels will use planning documents
designed by TDS schools

• Year levels will use common DOTT times and

all students from year 1-6. The Chinese exchange

scheduled team meeting to collaboratively

students also participated in ANZAC Day activities,

plan for HaSS.

focussing on Multi-Cultural ANZACS. Our entry into
the ANZAC Day Schools' Awards Competition won
the state category for the Primary School Division.
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CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
TECHNOLOGIES

CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
HEALTH

In 2018, a new curriculum leader was appointed in

school for staff to attend exploring Microsoft Office

2018 saw full implementation of several whole-

Health is not only taught in timetabled lessons

Technologies and a committee was established. The

365: Introduction to Class Notebook and Prowise.

school policies and procedures: Aussie of the

at Bicton but integrated into all other learning

subjects of Design and Technologies and Digital

Students in Years 3 – 6 were given opportunities to

Month and Faction Vouchers were given to

areas and activities. Content is extracted from the

Technologies were incorporated together under the

participate in Coder Dojo lunchtime sessions once

students for displaying qualities linked to the

WA Curriculum and is supported by the School

Technologies learning area for the first time instead

a week and students in Years 1 – 3 were invited to

National Values; Bicton is an accredited Sun Smart

Drug Education and Road Awareness (SDERA)

of as separate operational plans. The Technologies

attend a lunchtime Lego Technics session. These

School and we include a No Hat No Play policy; all

resources. The Health focus areas include; safe use

Committee have collaborated together to explore

sessions were free play and not structured.

children participated in a St John Ambulance First

of medicines, food and nutrition, health benefits

Aid Course in term 4; all classes participated in the

of physical activity, mental health and wellbeing,

Bullying No Way Day on the 16th March. A special

relationships and safety.

whole school approaches, to develop strategies to
build staff capacity in both subjects, investigate
resources and specific strategies for each subject.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

assembly was held and each class presented

Survey staff to ascertain their strengths and

The School Chaplain Program has been available

an anti -bullying message to the school. The

areas of need in Design and Technology and

for those children identified as requiring support

Technologies would be reported on in Semester

Honourable, Sue Ellery MLC, was visiting our school

Digital Technology,

with social, emotional or personal challenges. The

One and Digital Technologies would be reported on

on that day and she signed our school banner

Chaplain ran a Gardening Club at lunch time once a

promising there will be no bullying at Bicton

week for these children. Volunteer Mentors through

In Term Three, the whole school was involved in

Sequence documents already existing in DOE

Primary; all students were encouraged to support

Ed Connect were available to work with children

a Disabilities focus that culminated in an Expo

schools in both Technologies subjects

the Walk to School Safely Day on the 18th March to

who have been identified by the classroom teacher

promote physical activity.

as requiring extra support. Peer mediators from

It was decided as a whole staff that Design and

in Semester Two.

night after Learning Journey to showcase the work
produced by the children. An integrated approach
combining Science and Technologies was adopted
by the teachers for the students to come up with
their solutions. The night was well supported and
appreciated by the school community. Before the
Expo, Mr Will Mitchinson, a representative from
TADWA (Technologies for Ageing and Disability
Western Australia) presented various prototypes
to the Year One and Two classes, providing the
children with examples of real life problem solving
and he discussed the process that is undertaken to
reach a solution. Mr Mitchinson was also present at
the Expo with his prototypes and was extremely
impressed with the ideas on show.
During the year, the school purchased an
additional 20 iPads to add to the existing 100
iPads currently available, 10 more Makey Makeys
and 4 updated versions of Spheros to complement
the Digital Technologies curriculum that staff
are implementing with their students. Teachers
have continued to reinforce the importance of
Cyber Safety and on March 16th, the whole school

•

• Investigate the development of Scope and

• Investigate the development of a whole school
Vocabulary list for both subjects

year 6 are available in the playground to assist

• Continue to support staff in the SAMR

younger students with minor issues. These students

•

work closely with the Deputy Principal.

model of inquiry

are trained in conflict resolution strategies and

Increase bank of resources for use in teaching
both technologies subjects

• Explore the introduction of BYOD in
Years 3 – 6 in readiness for 2020

• Investigate, attend and provide professional
development needed for teaching of the
Technologies Curriculum

• Continue to promote cybersafety and safe use
of technologies with students and parents

• Investigate possible funds/grants
• Re-establish Bicton PS Connect Technologies
group for all staff

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• In 2019 the Constable Care Program is booked
and will come into the school to teach all

students Protective Behaviours. There will be a
Cheers for Ears incursion for the senior school
students to teach them the dangers associated
with wearing ear phones and listening to loud
music.

• Linda Ross will be researching the Be You
program for the school which focuses on

mental health. We will also be investigating

• Continue to offer extra-curricular

other Fitness and Nutrition programs that

• Develop common themed/open ended tasks/

further support students in making positive

opportunities for students

resource file and assessment samples

would be suitable to introduce at Bicton to
lifestyle choices.

participated in the National Day of Action against
Bullying and Violence.
Professional Learning workshops were held after
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MUSIC

Assembly performance and Matinee performance

The Department of Education Connect

of the musical ‘Lazy Lottie’ as well as featuring at a

communication tool was also implemented

Junior Choir Assembly.

for Senior Choir communications to Parents

The Instrumental Music School Services program

and Students as well as in creating a space for

greatly increased in offering at Bicton this year.

communication between IMSS tutors, the School,

Our program continued to offer 5 beginner Year

Parents and Students.

6 places in both the Flute and Guitar programs as
well as offering 5 beginner Year 5 places in both
the Flute and Guitar programs. We also increased
our instrumental allocation to include Clarinet with
both 5 beginner Year 5 and Year 6 places available.
This extended our program offering from 10 total
IMSS program places available at Bicton in 2017 to
30 total places available in 2018. Students in the
program participated in weekly group lessons with
a specialist tutor and performed to the school at an
Assembly in Term 4.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• Continue to develop student Ukulele skills.
• Continue to utilise Connect for communication
with Senior Choir and IMSS group classes.

• Develop a Music Policy to include Junior
and Senior Choir and IMSS program.

• Increase instrumental offering to
include IMSS Brass.

CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
THE ARTS: MUSIC
In 2018, students in Years 1-6 continued to

In the latter half of 2018, the Music Room acquired

participate in weekly 60 minute Specialist

a class set of Ukuleles and associated smart board

Music classes. 2018 was the first year of full

resources to commence a whole school focus

implementation and mandatory reporting of The

on making-making with Ukulele instruments. We

Arts – Music against the School Curriculum and

acquired soprano Ukuleles so that all students from

Standards Authority WA Curriculum. The focus

Year 1 -6 could access these instruments at their

this year was on providing students with solo and

level.

ensemble music creating opportunities through

Senior and Junior Choirs continued to run with

which to authentically integrate the Elements

weekly 30 minute rehearsal practices. Senior Choir

of Music outlined in the Curriculum. Students

continued to welcome all Year 4-6 students with

improvised, composed and performed their own

performances in the community at Melville Plaza

songs to their peers, developing confidence

Shopping Centre and Braemar Lodge as well at

and collaborative skills. Students experienced

school Choir Assemblies. Students sung a range

music-making opportunities and activities on the

of repertoire including popular movie music and

Xylophone, hand-held classroom Percussion, African

Christmas carols. Junior Choir continued to be

drums and Ukuleles. Junior Primary students also

open to all Year 2 and 3 students. They showcased

engaged with singing games and warm-ups.

their talents to the school community with an
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CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
THE ARTS: VISUAL ARTS
Visual Arts classes Year One to Year Six certainly
showed Collaboration Together We Learn… Together
We Grow as a much-loved area of the school life
with Mrs Hill and Mrs Miller. We created a rich and

This year’s focus has been on the implementation

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• Continue to report using the new WA

Curriculum Visual Art for teaching and

multi-layered experiences for the students. Cross-

assessing – making and responding. Use

curricular priorities were represented across the
school in engaging and exciting programs.
The culmination of this year’s work explored a
range where students applied their ideas, skills and

and a given range of materials, techniques and

teachers

• Continue required Visual Arts program

use shape, line, colour, texture and space. Their

Educational Assistant and classroom teacher

at Bicton Primary School.

• Continue planning with classroom teachers

and the integration of Visual Arts with other

In the art room, the interactive white board is a key

learning areas

•

one heading of ‘Making ‘for reporting purposes.

contexts appropriate to student’s phase of

in Art needs to be negotiated with classroom

There certainly is a lot of talent amongst the children

Responding. These areas will now come under the

with moderation

modifications made in consultation with

allowing students to identify themselves as artists.

focus areas still being Ideas, Skills, Production and

The visual arts program uses a variety of learning

technologies. When producing artwork, students
artwork is displayed in various parts of the school

of the West Australian Visual Arts Curriculum. The

judging standards and work samples to assist

• Special needs students needing an assistant

techniques to making artwork. They applied their
ideas to familiar places, using visual art elements,

VISUAL ARTS

development and their previous experiences.
Sometimes the same processes and strategies are
used but in an increasingly complex way as students
develop. Learning experiences in the Arts are
maximized to provide opportunities for the children
to develop. Student’s achievement in maintaining
grades throughout the year indicates that students
have held their own in the face of more advanced
material and in this way have grown in their learning.
Integration to other learning areas e.g. linking to

Continue Art Brush Trophy reward systems for

other curriculum areas is often an occurrence in

classes to be presented at assemblies. Classes

many activities. Both visual arts teachers have

learning tool of many lessons allowing students to

rostered for Art display in office. – both Visual

attended PD at TD schools together. Collaboration

view artists, view demonstrations of crafts and learn

Art teachers to help

with classroom teachers and networking with

how music and media fits perfectly with visual arts.
An example of one aspect of visual arts learning is
the use of the kiln. Over several terms’ all students
explored modelling skills with clay and learnt that

• Investigate Digital media (iPads, digital cameras

teachers from other schools is ongoing. This year we

and other resources required to implement the

have branched out further into the community by

curriculum)

participating in the open day for ‘Art on the Move’.

• Continue to look for opportunities to engage

Art on the Move is an arts organization based in
Fremantle who tours visual arts exhibitions around

proved very popular as it was art displayed for an

W.A. and beyond.

audience which children could actually touch.

Students again explored art from a variety of

The children again were very enthusiastic to

cultures through activities based around Chinese

participate in clay activities with one child

various classes at assemblies for their organizational

New Year and through our whole school focus on

commenting in reflective response writing that

and working together skills.

aboriginal awareness. This year some students

his work was good, epic, legendary and ok and

Many thanks go to our dedicated volunteers who

looking at desert weaving and sand art for

another saying the activity was really fun, thanks for

gave their valuable time to help in the art room and

aboriginal culture. The school also acquiring murals

thinking of this activity Mrs Miller!! The technique

for their assistance in washing art shirts.

and a garden to support aboriginal awareness.

of printmaking has also proved to be very popular.

Exploration of art from other cultures is also studied

Feedback from children is positive showing they

through looking at various well known artists.

continue to enjoy the visual art program, enjoy

timing is a critical factor working with clay. The
senior classes had more glaze colours choices and
tried firing with glass beads with great success.
The Golden Brush Trophy was regularly rewarded to

with community beyond the school to
showcase.

Mrs Hill

We have a word wall which is growing every year
while we learn new art terminology / language. We
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seeing their work displayed and are proud of their
achievements.

have participated in other whole school activities

Moving into 2019 we hope to extend the learning

this year also such as Harmony Day, Bullying No

experiences while continuing to focus on the new

Way, the remembrance of ANZAC and Science

curriculum, helping the children to achieve through

Week where we created a large tactile mural which

engaging, creative art activities.

was produced by working together in groups. This

Mrs Miller
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CURRICULUM AREAS & PEDAGOGY
LANGUAGES

PASTORAL CARE and STUDENT SUPPORT
STUDENT SERVICES
At Bicton we recognise that not all children are
the same and they learn at different rates. We
value diversity and support difference by ensuring
a differentiated approach to learning. We have
support at many different levels and this was a key
focus in 2018.

RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION
At Bicton we have a three tiered approach to
supporting students at academic risk that is
continually developing to meet the needs of
individual students. Tier 1 is centred on quality
evidence based teaching strategies for the
In 2018, Japanese was taught across the school

The topics covered for each year level were:

whole class. Tier 2 is centred on evidence based

from Years 2 to 6. Each class has a sixty minute

• Year 2&3; Greetings, Manners, Self-introduction,

intervention and ‘catch up’ opportunities for

lesson per week. Students were provided with many

Numbers, Classroom items & instructions, Colours,

students which gives additional support and

opportunities to listen, speak, read and write in

Shapes, Time and Meals

intervention. Tier 3 involves targeted intervention

Japanese.

• Year 4; Days of the week, Months, Birthday,

The new Western Australian Curriculum has been
implemented from the beginning of the year.
Students were exposed to new courses developed
by SCSA in addition to courses developed by
teachers in WA.
Hiragana characters have been introduced from Year
2, students learn by remembering a mnemonic and
practise reading and writing Hiragana throughout
the year.
The program included many different activities such
as pair work, group work, role play, songs, games
and origami to develop the language skills.

Seasons, Weather, Japanese Geography

for individual children and groups of children
requiring intensive support. This kind of support is
essential for supporting students at different levels

• Year 5&6; Directions, Positions, Food, Fruits,

and meeting the needs of individuals. This year

Vegetables, Shopping, Restaurant, Money and

we have been able to provide targeted before and

Manga

after school reading support for identified students
through our PLD Support Program and this will

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• Increase usage of iPad Hiragana apps
• Continue developing moderation tasks
for each year level

• Increase reading and writing aspects
from Year 2

Students learned some Japanese traditions and
special days celebrated in Japan such as, the Bean
Throwing Festival in February, the Dolls’ Festival
in March, Children’s Day in May, Star Festival in
July, and Sports day in October. Students made
comparisons between days of celebration observed
in Australia, Japan and in their own culture.
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continue. Our focus for the future is to continue
to build our collective knowledge in the area of
differentiation and targeted support to give our
students the best learning opportunities possible
as well as investigate options for support in other
learning areas.

CASE MANAGEMENT
Case Management is a whole school approach
to school improvement, ensuring the literacy
and numeracy learning needs of all students are
identified, monitored and ultimately achieved. It is
a process that results is differentiated curriculum,
with the focus being on any student not achieving
their potential. This may sometimes include students
achieving at or below the National Minimum
Standard (NMS). As successful case management
is a consequence of effective processes, systems,
collaborative whole school planning and practices,
Bicton’s direction for the future utilises our new
distributed leadership model to develop more
collaborative practices and responsibility for
cohorts of students. We are moving from individual
responsibility to a shared responsibility for all
students. Through 2019 a key focus will be placed on
case management in every year level to support our
students.
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DESTINATIONS

STUDENT SERVICES
EXTENSION AND GIFTED AND
TALENTED EDUCATION

YEAR 6 STUDENT DESTINATIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOL 2019

At Bicton supporting and extending our top 20% of
students is embedded into our operational planning
through our aspirational targets for continuous

School

improvement. Our talented, high achieving and

Applecross SHS

2

CBC

16

gifted students have specific learning needs that
require adjustments to content (what students

No. of students

learn), process (how students learn), product (how

Fremantle College

1

students demonstrate their learning), and learning

John Curtin

2

Kennedy Baptist College

2

environment, according to personal characteristics

CHAPLAIN

such as readiness, interest and learning preference.

The chaplaincy program has a focus on pastoral

By creating adjustments that take account of

care and in helping children to attain social and

these differences, teachers are able to address

emotional skills to prevent or solve issues which

the individual learning needs of each student and

may otherwise need more significant pastoral care

maximise their learning potential in the classroom. At

support. This year, this has included:

Bicton we are developing our programs for students
requiring extension or curriculum broadening within
their learning. Adjustments and programs that
are being developed focus on the need to reflect
students’ abilities (E.g. learning at a faster rate,
problem solving abilities, abilities to manipulate
abstract idea and make connections). In 2018 we
have continued to invest in this area for our students.

School
Melville SHS

8

Perth Modern

2

PLC

1

Seton Catholic College

1

ATTENDANCE

• A stronger focus on one-on-one and small group
pastoral care, with issues ranging from grief to
peer relationships to anxiety. There has been close
consultation with the school Deputy Principal.
• Garden Club – runs every Monday together with
Clare Howells. This provides a safe and welcoming
space for children at lunch time, with practical
opportunities for students to cooperate with one
another and deal with various challenges and

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 2019:

• Continuing the Opti-MINDS Creative

setbacks, as well as to experience the satisfaction of
reaping the rewards of their hard work.

Sustainability Challenge as this empowers

• Lego Club – was formed in response to requests

participants to think, create and communicate.

from Year 2 teachers for some additional support

It is a creative problem solving event that

in developing social-emotional skills. Some year

focuses on Language Literature, Science

1s have also been involved. Challenges have been

Engineering and Social Sciences.

designed to foster age-appropriate cooperation with

• Continuing extension support classes for

peers, problem solving, resilience and other skills.

students identified through whole school

• Year 3 Health – supports was been provided to

data analysis.

Year 3 students on social-emotional aspects. Topics

• Investing in professional development targeted

covered: Feelings, Bullying, Friendships, Diversity

at curriculum compacting, spiral curriculums

and Protective Behaviours.

and multi-level learning solutions for all teachers.

• Aussie Optimism – support working collaboratively

• Investing in professional development from

with teaching staff to deliver the curriculum-linked

Dr Peta Hay, University of NSW, in Mini

Aussie Optimism Positive Thinking Skills program to

Certificate for Gifted and Talented Education

her Year 4 students.

through Perth Modern School.

• Choir support – support given to the music teacher

• Focus on PLD Early Support program

and add a Mathematics support program.

in choir on Thursday afternoons.

Chaplain
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No. of students
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Bicton Primary School
AS AT 31 DECEMBER
2018
Bicton Primary
School
Insert your School
Logo Here or
Delete if no t
Insert
your School
required
Logo Here or
Delete if no t
required
Revenue - Cash & Salary Allocation

1
2
3
1
4
2
5
3
6
4
7
5
8
6
9
7
10
8
11
9
12
10
11
12

Voluntary Contributions
Revenue
Charges and
Fees - Cash & Salary Allocation
Fees from Facilities Hire
Voluntary Contributions
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Charges and Fees
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Fees from Facilities Hire
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other Revenues
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Accommodation
Other Revenues
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Residential Accommodation
Total Locally Raised Funds
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Opening Balance
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Student Centred Funding
Total Locally Raised Funds
Total Cash Funds Available
Opening Balance
Total Salary Allocation
Student Centred Funding
Total Funds Available
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Transfers from
Locally Raised
$ Funds
195,148.73
Reserves
Student Centred
$ 175,813.24
Funding
3%
Other Govt Grants5,439.44
$ Transfers from
Other
$ Funds
11,044.37
Locally Raised
195,148.73
Reserves
Transfers
from
$ 175,813.24
Reserves
11,750.00
Student Centred
Funding
3%
$ 399,195.78
Other Govt Grants5,439.44
Other
Other
$ 11,044.37
3%
Transfers from
$ Reserves
11,750.00
$ 399,195.78
Other
3%
Student Centred
Funding
44%

Financial Summary as at
31 December 2018
Financial Summary as at
31 December 2018

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Actual

20,091.50
Budget
95,604.67
17,420.01
20,091.50
46,032.55
95,604.67
2,360.00
17,420.01
3,000.00
46,032.55
80.00
2,360.00
9,124.47
3,000.00
11,750.00
80.00
9,124.47
11,750.00
205,463.20
179,521.00
175,813.24
205,463.20
560,797.44
179,521.00
175,813.24
560,797.44
560,797.44
560,797.44

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

20,091.50
Actual
95,604.67
17,420.01
20,091.50
62,032.55
95,604.67
2,359.64
17,420.01
3,000.00
62,032.55
79.80
2,359.64
11,044.37
3,000.00
11,750.00
79.80
11,044.37
11,750.00
223,382.54
179,521.16
175,813.24
223,382.54
578,716.94
179,521.16
175,813.24
578,716.94
578,716.94
578,716.94

$000
120
$000

Budget
100

100
80

80
60

60
40

Current Year Actual Cas h
Sources

40

20

49%

Other Govt Grants
1%

Locally Raised Funds
49%

Actual

120

Current Year Actual Cas h
Locally
Raised Funds
Sources

Other Govt Grants
1%

Locally Generated
RevenueActual
- Budget vs Actual
Budget

20
0
Revenue Source

0
Revenue Source

Student Centred
Funding
44%

Expenditure - Cash and Salary
1
2
3
1
4
2
5
3
6
4
7
5
8
6
9
7
10
8
11
9
12
10
13
11
14
12
13
14

Administration
Lease Payments
Expenditure - Cash and Salary
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Administration
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Lease Payments
Curriculum and Student Services
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Professional Development
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Transfer to Reserve
Curriculum and Student Services
Other Expenditure
Professional Development
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Transfer to Reserve
Residential Operations
Other Expenditure
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Residential Operations
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Total Goods and Services Expenditure
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Total Goods and Services Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance
$000

90

$000
80
70
90
60
80
50
70
40
60
30
50
20
40
10
30
20
10

Cash Position

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,923.90
12,137.00
Budget
103,533.85
20,923.90
163,550.16
12,137.00
209,139.27
103,533.85
9,894.53
163,550.16
209,139.27
27,891.77
9,894.53
7,510.96
27,891.77
7,510.96
554,581.44
554,581.44
554,581.44
6,216.00
554,581.44
6,216.00

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,358.11
12,137.12
Actual
93,049.73
20,358.11
155,546.49
12,137.12
193,924.64
93,049.73
9,894.53
155,546.49
193,924.64
52.37
9,894.53
31,816.96
52.37
31,816.96
516,779.95
516,779.95
516,779.95
516,779.95

$000

Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual

$000
250

Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual

250
200

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

We thank you for taking the time
to read our 2018 Annual Report.

200
150

For more information please view our weekly
newsletters located on our school’s web site.

150
100

There you read about the week to week
happenings at our wonderful school.

100
50

www.bictonps.wa.edu.au

50
0

If you have any feedback about this report or the
school in general please contact

0

The Principal, Ms Kerryn Woodhouse by email

Cash Position

Expenditure Purpose

Kerryn.Woodhouse@education.wa.edu.au
or by mail marked:

Expenditure Purpose

Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
Cash Position
as at:
1 General
Fund Balance
Bank Balance
2 Deductible
Gift Funds
MadeFunds
up of:
3 Trust
1
Fund Balance
4 General
Asset Replacement
Reserves
2
Deductible
Gift Funds
5 Suspense Accounts
3 Cash
Trust Advances
Funds
6
4 Tax
Asset
Replacement Reserves
7
Position
5 Suspense Accounts
Total Bank Balance
6 Cash Advances
7 Tax Position
Total Bank Balance
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
-$
$

156,673.28
61,936.99
156,673.28
61,936.99
81,757.64
14,054.65
81,757.64
1,076.00
14,054.65
156,673.28
1,076.00
156,673.28

Kerryn Woodhouse Feedback
Bicton Primary School
51 Harris Street
BICTON WA 6157

Bicton Primary School
View Terrace, Bicton WA 6157
Phone: 9339 3659 Fax: 9339 1446
Email: bicton.ps@education.wa.edu.au

